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Rolling back the Tide of Climate Change
As the United States and/or China together currently make up around 35 percent of the
world economy and 44 percent of the world CO2 emissions, without their serious actions,
mankind’s battle against global warming would appear as Sisyphus' ceaseless yet vain
uphill labor. Worse if either or both economic and environmental giants kept blaming each
other of the eco footprint and expecting each other to fight the battle first.
This book is a thorough investigation of the two
economic powerhouses’ environmental and
ecological impacts in recent decades as well as
their greening responses to the mounting
sustainability challenges. It will help us not only
answer many difficult yet provoking ethical
questions related to sustainability, but also gain
insights into the two giants’ sustainability
challenges, assess the effectiveness of their recent
greening efforts, and propose further greening
policy innovations. It will help enlighten every
sustainability related seminar, empower very eco
conscious student, activist, and citizen, and
transform every economic and environmental
policy and law maker and professional in their
decision making.
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